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Agenda

0. Welcome and Administrivia (5 m)
   – Note well, Blue sheets, scribes, Agenda Bashing

1. WG status review (5 m)

2. Interim meeting recap (5 m)

3. Session Peering Provisioning Framework document - updates and status (15 m)

4. Session Peering Protocol over SOAP document - updates and status (15 m)

5. Open Items Discussion (45 m)

6. Coin.nl’s plans for using ENUM data for routing telecom services (10 m)

7. Proposed Next Steps (5 m)

8. Open Mic Time (10 m)
!!Scribes, Jabber!!
#1: WG Status Review

(Chairs)
Since Taipei...

[Jan 2012] draft-ietf-drinks-usecases-requirements was published as RFC 6461

[Jan 2012] As discussed in Taipei, the restructured documents were renamed during the next revision to better reflect the contents
  - draft-ietf-drinks-spp-framework-00 replaced draft-ietf-drinks-spprov-12
  - draft-ietf-drinks-spp-protocol-over-soap-00 replaced draft-ietf-drinks-sppp-over-soap-07

[Feb 2012] Held a WG (virtual) interim meeting on Feb 1\textsuperscript{st}, 2012

[Ongoing] The Design team continued weekly design team calls and minutes continue to be shared on the WG mailing list
WG Milestones

• [Done] Request publication of Use Cases and Protocol Requirements document

• [Apr 2012] Request publication of SPPP over SOAP Document

• [Apr 2012] Request publication of Framework Document
Apology from the editor of RFC6411
(Sumanth C.)

David Schwartz should have been acknowledged for his contributions to this document, but was missed!

Sincere Apologies!